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Abstract—A novel method for estimating the variance and
standard deviation of the additive white Gaussian noise contained
in an image will be presented. Only a single image is used to
estimate the noise properties. Local image outliers are discarded,
this allows us to separate the additive zero mean white Gaussian
noise contained in a noisy image from the original image
structure. Local variance estimates can then be calculated from
the extracted noise. These local variance estimates are weak and
can be influenced by misclassified image information. Robust
statistics are then used to fuse the weak local variance estimates
to obtain a robust global noise variance estimate. This method of
estimating the noise properties is computationally efficient and
provides reliable estimation results in synthetic and real-world
imagery. The accuracy and processing complexity of the proposed
algorithm will be compared against the current state-of-the-art
noise estimators.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Images are often corrupted by noise which could have been
introduced during the transmission or acquisition phase of the
imaging process [1]. Poor imaging sensors and low lighting
conditions can increase the presence of noise. Consider the
noisy image formation model provided in Eq. 1:
I(x, y) = f (x, y) + n(x, y).

(1)

where I is the observed image affected by noise, f is the
uncontaminated image and n is uniform distributed white
Gaussian noise. The input image is contaminated by additive
white Gaussian noise with an unknown standard deviation.
An estimate of the level of noise is required by many image
processing and computer vision algorithms. Noise removal[2]
and de-blurring algorithms[3] can benefit from accurate noise
estimates. Other image processing task such as edge and feature detection can be improved by selecting optimal thresholds
to limit the impact of noise [4].
Noise can be estimated from multiple images in stationary
sequences, this is considered to be an over-constrained problem. The images are fused together to remove the noise and
to approximate the original clean image [5]. A temporal mean
is calculated, multiple pixel samples are combined over time
to estimate the original pixel value.
The estimation of the noise variance from a single image
is however an under-constrained problem [6]. If a smoothness

assumption is made on the local image structure, neighbouring
image samples can be utilized to approximate a better or
more robust estimate of the current pixel. A spatial mean is
calculated removing some of the noise present in the image.
This has the drawback of losing some high frequency image
detail that does not hold to the smoothness assumption.
Aja-Fernandez et al. used local statistics to estimate the
variance of the introduced noise. A simple method was proposed that calculates the Mode of the distribution of local
variances estimates calculated in an image [7]. This method
will be referred to as Mode09 and fails if the image does not
contain a sufficient amount of low-variability areas.
A fast noise variance estimator was proposed by Immerkaer,
referred to in the text as Immerkaer96 [8]. This method only
requires that a 3 × 3 mask be processed over the image,
the results are then summed and multiplied by a constant to
obtain the noise variance. The mask is separable and only 14
integer operations per pixel is required, making this the fastest
algorithm. Immerkaer notes that in highly textured regions in
an image, lines will be perceived as noise. This will result
in unusable noise variance estimates in images dominated by
high frequency information.
TaiYang08 was designed to exclude image detail and structure from the noise variance estimation process [9]. Image
detail is first detected through edge detection, these detected
regions are then excluded from the variance estimation calculation. The edge detection threshold parameter is adaptively
tuned to the image content. Tai et al. state that the algorithm
performs well over a large range of noise variance levels.
A detailed break down of the proposed noise estimation
algorithm will be provided in Section 2, each of the processing
steps will be discussed in detail. In Section 3 we will describe
the experimental setup used for testing and in Section 4 we will
provide estimation accuracy and performance results of the
different noise estimators, as-well as a comparative analysis
of the results.
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outliers, assuming there is structure associated with the content
of the image. Noise will be recognized as potential outliers.
The 2D median filter is edge preserving but not corner preserving. The noisy image should be filtered with the smallest
possible median filter to preserve as much image detail as
possible [10]. Large median filters have a tendency to remove
noise as well as high frequency information. Two small 1D
median filter were used, first to remove horizontal artefacts
and secondly to remove vertical artefacts. The 3 × 1 and a
1 × 3 median filter preserved edges as well as most corners.
The resulting image is an approximation of the original image
before noise was introduced.
B. Extract squared noise components
Now that we have obtained an approximation of the original
image. We are able to separate the noise component from
the noisy image. The noise component for every pixel can be
extracted from the noisy input image and the structure image
as defined by Eq. 2:
noise component = (structure image − input image)2
(2)
where the input image is the original input image contaminated by noise and the structure image is an approximation
of the original image. At every position in the image the
structure image is subtracted from the noise image. The result
is then squared to produce rudimentary local noise variance
estimates.
Fig. 1.

Overview of the single image noise variance estimator

II. N OISE E STIMATION
An overview of the steps involved in determining the noise
variance from a single image is provided in Fig. 1. Two small
median filters are used to remove outliers from the noisy
image. This enables us to approximate the original image
structure and preserve detail. The structure image and original
input image can then be used to separate the noise component
from the image data. This is achieved by locating differences
between the noisy image and the structure image. Since the
structure image is only an approximate reconstruction of the
original image, some image data can be classified as noise. To
limit the misclassified image data’s contribution to the noise
variance estimate. The statistical mode of all the local variance
estimates are calculated. This provides a robust statistical
measure of the noise variance located in an image. Each step
will now be discussed in more detail.
A. Approximate original structure
Many noise estimation algorithms attempt to remove noise
from the original image by convolving the image with a
Gaussian kernel. Convolution with small filtering kernels are
not resilient against image outliers. The noise values have a
large influence on the neighbouring pixels which reduces the
accuracy of the estimation. The median filter is robust against

C. Smooth local variance estimates
The local variance estimates could still be substantially
affected by inherent image detail. A smoothing operation
is performed to force the variance estimates to be more
locally coherent. Empirical selection refers here to the process
of experimentation with different parameters and observing
the resulting variance estimation errors. The Gaussian kernel
with σ = 2 was empirically selected as a good smoothing
function for the variance estimates. The separability property
of the Gaussian function was used to optimize the convolution
process [11]. The local variance estimates were then filtered
with a 13 × 1 filter and then by a 1 × 13 filter. This would
have had the same effect as filtering with a 13 × 13 filter, but
reduces processing resources.
D. Calculate Mode of distribution
We will now try to find the variance estimate or variance
estimate range that occurs most often in the local variance
estimates. The statistical Mode operation was used [12]. A
histogram was generated from the local variance estimates,
each local variance estimate was placed in a list of buckets.
Its position in this list was determined by its noise variance
value. The first bucket would contain all the smallest local
variance estimates and the last bucket would contain all the
largest variance estimates. The list size was determine using
Eq. 3:


estimate count
bucket count = f loor
(3)
bucket size

where estimate count is the total number of local variance
estimates, bucket size is the minimum number of values that
would have been placed in each bucket if the values were
uniformly distributed. A bucket size of 10 was selected to
provide accurate and reliable results. Selecting small bucket
sizes will result in more accurate variance estimates. If the
bucket size is selected to be to small, duplicate maximum
buckets could occur resulting in unstable noise variance estimates. The next step is to find the bucket containing the most
variance estimates. This estimate is the local variance value
that occurred the most frequently in the image. The middle of
the variance estimate range corresponding to the largest bucket
is selected as the variance estimate of the noise in the image.

(a) Original image

III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
The accuracy of the noise variance estimators was determined by adding white Gaussian noise of a specific variance
to an image. The noise estimator then had to estimate the
amount of noise that was added. Since small amounts of noise
exist even in high quality photos, a ground truth dataset could
not be established. To limit the amount of noise in the test
dataset. Large natural photos were down sampled to reduce
the affect of noise. The noise would be reduced due to the
averaging process. Since all noise could not be removed from
the natural photo an additional synthetically generated dataset
was also used for testing. These images are free of noise but
do not have the complexity of natural photos.
Both the natural and the synthetic datasets comprised of
images that contain a large amount of high frequency information as well as images dominated by low frequency
information. Some of the tested noise estimation algorithms
perform better when there were an abundance of uniform areas
in the image. Others would perform better at estimating small
amounts of noise accurately, but would underestimate the noise
when large amounts of noise was introduced. The opposite is
also true, many noise estimation algorithms can determine the
variance of large amounts of noise but would overestimate
small amounts. The proposed noise estimation algorithm was
designed to perform well over the whole range of noise levels.
The reliability of each estimator was determined by testing
over a range of noise variance levels. The noise levels added
to the original image range from low to severe levels of noise.
Examples of the noise variance range used for testing can
be seen in Fig. 2, the image pixel values were scaled to the
range of [0..1]. Each candidate noise estimator was given the
opportunity to estimate the noise variance contained in the
resulting noisy image. This process was repeated 10 times
and the average variance determined by the estimators was
logged. At each iteration a new set of random noise variables
of a specific variance were generated. This was then added to
the original image.
The estimation error percentage was calculated using Eq.
4. The estimated variance and ground truth variance for the
test is converted to a standard deviation. From the standard
deviations a similarity ratio is calculated.

(b) Noise Variance=0.00008

(c) Noise Variance=0.00128

(d) Noise Variance=0.02048
Fig. 2.

Images containing different levels of additive Gaussian noise

Fig. 3.

(a) Grove

(a) Aircraft

(b) Urban

(b) Forest

Synthetic images from Middlebury stereo dataset [13].

√
estimation error = 1.0 −

estimated variance
√
×100.0
true variance
(4)

Fig. 4.

Natural image dataset

images. High frequency information can adversely influence
the noise estimation accuracy and image detail is often misclassified as noise. Large amounts of high frequency image
data can make it hard to differentiate between noise and
information.

A. Synthetic dataset
Synthetic images from the Middlebury College stereo optical flow dataset were used. These images are well known
in the image processing community. The first frames from
the Grove and Urban datasets were used to evaluate the noise
estimators and can be seen in Fig. 3. The Grove image contains
an abundance of high frequency information while the Urban
image has more uniform regions. An accurate estimation of
the noise variance should be obtainable with these noise free

B. Natural image dataset
For the natural image test, two photos where selected
containing high and low frequency information. They can be
observed in Fig. 4. Exact estimation of the noise variance is
difficult. The test images already contain small amounts of
noise introduced during the image formation process. For this
test we will assume that the small amount of noise already
present in the image is negligible. Since we do not know the

noise characteristics of the test images the noise estimator will
overestimate the noise slightly. This is to compensate for the
presence of existing noise.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Synthetic tests

(a) Noise variance estimates for various degrees of additive gaussian
noise

(a) Noise variance estimates for various degrees of additive gaussian
noise

(b) Estimation error for tested noise variance
Fig. 6.

(b) Estimation error for tested noise variance
Fig. 5.

Grove noise variance estimation results

In Fig. 5 it can be observed that in images with some uniform regions our proposed estimator excels. It can accurately
estimate the variance of the noise over the whole spectrum.
The other methods perform poorly in low noise situations and
overestimate the variance. This can be attributed to the poor bit
resolution of the images, which makes it difficult to distinguish
between small intensity changes.
In the Urban test, the estimation methods did not overestimate the noise variance as severely as in the Grove example.
This can be seen in Fig. 6. Even though the geometry
represented in the image is simple, they are textured with
high resolution material textures. Due to the dense pixel

Urban noise variance estimation results

information, noise classification is more difficult. The proposed method provided the highest estimation accuracy. Some
algorithms provided more accurate result for single estimation
tasks but performed poorly in others. The Mode09 gave very
erratic results due to the bucket size used for histogram mode
calculations. This made tuning over the whole testing spectrum
difficult. The proposed noise estimator provided consistent
results over all the synthetic tests.
B. Natural image test
Immerkaer96 did not do so well in the natural image
tests and was outperformed by almost all competing methods
except in the high noise variance cases. The proposed method
achieved high accuracy over the whole variance range. Especially in the low noise scenarios which occur regularly in low
cost sensors and low lighting environments. The high noise
test is a bit extreme and does not occur regularly in visible
light cameras.

(a) Noise variance estimates for various degrees of additive Gaussian
noise

(a) Noise variance estimates for various degrees of additive gaussian
noise

(b) Estimation error for tested noise variance

(b) Estimation error for tested noise variance

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Aircraft noise variance estimation results

Forest noise variance estimation results

The estimation accuracy dropped substantially in the Forest
test as seen in Fig. 8. The Forest image does not contain large
uniform areas such as in the previous test image. Mode09 did
not provide consistent results between the two tests sets. In the
low frequency test it performed well, accuracy was reduced in
the high frequency test. The other methods provided reasonable accuracy except TaiYang08 which performed poorly in
the high noise situations.
C. Normalized processing complexity
The amount of noise in an image does not affect the processing complexity of any of the tested algorithms. This means
that over the whole tested noise variance range each algorithm
took approximately the same duration to complete. The total
processing time required by each method to process the Grove,
Urban, Aircraft and Forest dataset images were normalized to
obtain an estimate of the processing complexity compared to
each other. An algorithm with higher processing complexity

Fig. 9.

Normalized processing complexity of noise estimation algorithms

will take longer to process the same image, processed by a
lower processing complexity algorithm. As can be seen in

Fig. 9 the proposed method had a relatively low processing
complexity for the acquired accuracy. The Mode09 required
the most processing resources, while Immerkaer96 was the
fastest but with reduced accuracy.
V. C ONCLUSION
A robust and computationally efficient single image noise
estimation algorithm was presented. This method removed
noisy artefacts from the observed image and calculated an approximation of the original image by rejecting image structure
outliers. The reconstructed image is then used to separate the
noise component from the observed noisy image. Weak local
noise variances estimates were then calculated and combined
to produce a reliable global noise variance estimate. This
reduced the influence of misclassified image information on
the noise variance estimation process. The proposed method
produced superior estimation results compared to the current
state-of-the-art noise estimation algorithms. It also produced
consistent result over a range of synthetic and natural images,
containing high and low frequency information. Reliable results over a large range of noise levels were also obtained,
ranging from low to extreme imaging conditions.
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